JOB OFFER (FULL TIME)

FRONT-END
DEVELOPER
# JAVASCRIPT # ES6 # REACT # D3

WHO IS DIGEIZ ?
DiGEiZ develop a Deep Learning
overlay for CCTV to analyse footfall.
Our Deep Learning algorithms work
real-time and make us compliant with
GDPR. We deliver unique KPI at
shop level, (counting, qualification
and complete visitor patterns) through
simple
Business
Intelligence
dashboards.

TEAM
We are two sales, seven developers
and
growing.
We
love
high
performance programming, computer
vision, deep learning and intuitive
dashboards. If you live for clean &
sharp code an douy want be part of
something big, come and meet us!

Type: Fulltime (CDI)

YOUR MISSION
DiGEiZ AI bring real-time Mall Analytics. This is only made possible
thanks to the incredible software made by our developer team. The
software is autonomous in understanding and reporting footfall
information. And regardless of the data quality, it is crucial to present
the customer data in the most simple way.
Within the team, you will be responsible for designing, improving and
scaling our web interface. You should master web development from
prototyping (“fake it before make it”) to production through
continuous testing, maintenance, performance measure and user
tracking. You have a strong appetite for data visualisation and your
motto is close to “Simplicity is the Ultimate Sophistication”. You will
interact with our freelance designers, Front lead developer, CTO,
CEO and our clients. You will have a lot of freedom to tell stories
with the data.

YOUR RESPONSIBILITIES
●
●
●

YOUR STACK & QUALIFICATION
●

Start: ASAP
●

Location: Boulogne

Collaborate with our team from planning to delivery
Create clean, testable and well-documented code
Tell beautiful and captivating stories with the data

●

Extensive experience in working on front-end applications
with Javascript (ES6)
Strong knowledge of React, Redux, Babel, and Webpack.
D3.js and Redux-Saga are a plus.
Knowledge of REST services

Salary: based on proﬁle
+ stocks

LET’S MEET : DROP AN EMAIL AT JOINUS@DIGEIZ.COM

